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Welcome New Members
Welcome to the following new members to our group, as well as a returning old friend. We are
happy you have decided to join us!

Thomas Anderson
Fernando Angarita
Christopher Betleja
Kevin Black
Steven Blank
Bill Duquette
Anna Gilbert
Matthew Gilliam
David Hasson
Richard Hendrickson
Sophian Jeridi
Denis King
Diane Len
Ofek Levy

MI
Colombia
MI
SC
MI
CA
NC
NC
IL
TX
Belgium
Australia
FL
TX

B. Miles
Steven Oiederkirk
David Richardson
Don Richardson
Sabine Saswirsky
Sandra Severini
Jeffrey Scheenaard
Lorie Shipp
Robert Spano
Frank Umberger
Dave Vought
Bert Webb
Jessica White
Jim Yanda

TN
WA
AZ
AZ
Canada
CO
Netherlands
TX
CA
AZ
MI
NC
VA
KS
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Letter from Acting
President
Tom Mitchell
the amazingly talented faceter, who recently
became a surgeon. If you are wondering where
to get a particular type of gem rough, Arya
knows all the best dealers.
The next three days of the Frolic will take place
at the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club and will include
speakers and experts in all things faceting.
Presentations will be held 10 am - 9 pm daily.
We also have Robert Strickland returning to
teach Gem Cad and Gem Ray and Ernie Hawes
and Billy Bob Riley teaching beginning faceting
classes. This should be an outstanding
educational opportunity to enhance your
knowledge and skills and to rub elbows with
some of the faceting greats.

Season's Greetings to All,
I hope this newsletter finds you all in good
health and enjoying your holiday season. Family
is always an important part of any holiday
season, even your faceting family. As the acting
President and on behalf of the officers and board
members of the United States Faceters Guild, I
want to extend our best wishes for very Happy
Holidays and a prosperous and healthy New
Year. May all your faceting projects meet with
sparkling success.

Later in the year, in July, will be the Franklin
Faceters Frolic, which continues to expand and
gets more exciting every year. This year it will
move to a new location, the Community Center,
just down the street from the Fun Factory, where
the Franklin Gem and Mineral Society holds
their summer gem show. More details soon.
Of course I don't want to forget our 2018 Single
Stone Competition. This event is a great
opportunity to test out your skills and if you are
successful you become eligible to win a prize
and you will have your name placed on our list
of certified faceters. The competition helps you
improve your skills and hones your confidence
and appreciation of the art.

Recently, I became the acting President of the
USFG as Diane Eames had to step down. She
continues to be an inspiration to many of us. We
wish her all the best and look forward to her
continued contributions to the USFG and to the
faceting arts.
In the coming year we have several outstanding
projects planned, starting with the Tucson
Faceters Frolic. For the first time, the Frolic will
be a 4 day event starting January 31 and
extending through February 3. The first day
will be devoted to gem rough hunting throughout
the shows in Tucson. You will be guided by
Arya Akhavan

These are only a few of the opportunities
planned for the coming year. I sincerely hope
you make plans to take part in the fun. We look
forward to seeing you.
Best Regards,
4
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Tom Mitchell, acting President

Editors Corner – Dan Lynch, GG GIA

Welcome to our Dec NL
It’s been a great year overall with many faceted stones and trips to buy rough and visit friends associated
with the trade.
I’m thankful this year to all who stepped up and submitted articles for this newsletter and for those people
and organizations that allowed us to republish your work for our members to help them grow in their
faceting knowledge and skill.
Thanks to all of our board members who serve in the background, responding to emails, putting together
events, working on the competition and website. Our board members spend a good deal of time working
on your behalf because they love the hobby/craft of faceting and want to pass knowledge on to as many
people as possible.
My year has been significant in ramping up to facet many more stones (nearing 100), visiting East Africa
to source rough for the 4th time, and launching my website - working towards breaking even in this
expensive hobby. For those interested, the site is espcgems.com. Lots of tweaking to do, but it’s a start.
2018 is upon us and will bring new events in Tucson (see article in this newsletter), Franklin NC, and the
next USFG Competition which is planned to be announced in the March NL. I’m headed back to East
African in May for an educational trip doing seminars for some miners in Malawi and also hoping to
check in on the progress on the library being build at the Kitarini school in Tanzania. Many of you have
helped with this project and it will soon be a reality. Still a bit more to do, getting bookshelves and desks
paid for. If you’d like to help, just shoot me an email.
5
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Like many of you I entered the single stone competition. I did so much out of a tribute to Will Smith who
was always pushing his “students” on. I didn’t qualify in my category, but learned new things and look
forward to competing again in 2018.
This years competition had some challenges and questions regarding L/W ratio and how it is judged in the
pre-master and master stone categories. Great questions and the USFG is about learning. Look for
articles in the March newsletter to address how stones are judged and scored to help ensure you success in
the 2018 competition. If there are questions from any entrant in the 2017 challenge, feel free to email
editor@usfacetersguild.org and we’ll make sure the proper person gets back to you.
To make this newsletter all it can be, I need your help. You’ll notice there is no Member’s Profile section
this time around – nobody stepped up. I’m always looking for articles, tips, field trip reports, etc.
Whatever you have, send it in for consideration to editor@usfacetersguild.org.

6
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A Faceters Night Before Christmas
by Tom Mitchell
T’was the night before Christmas and all through the workshop
Not a crystal was stirring, not even a brass dop.
Designs were all strewn on my work bench everywhere,
In hopes that I’d find the best plan for a Pear.
The rough stones were nestled all snug in their trays,
While planning their future would take many days.
And me with my visor and in my arm chair,
I scanned each stone closely to find one with flare.
When out in the saw shop there came such a clatter,
I sprang to my feet to see what was the matter.
Away to the slab saw I flew in a flash,
Yanked open the cover to see a stone splash.
The jaws of the vise still held part of the rough.
So all was not lost. I yet had enough.
The matrix was gone from most of the stone,
And I could recover the rest without moan.
So onto the dop with black wax it went,
And into the quill for which it was meant,
Then fixing the angle to cut the first face,
And setting the index position with haste,
I adjusted the mast and the faceting head
And lowered the quill just above the lap bed
Then turned on the lap to start its rotation
And adjusted the drip for the best flow location.
On P1, On P2,
On P3, on girdle,
Then transfer and alignment,
The next true big hurdle.
7
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On C1, On C2
On C3, On Table,
I cut all the facets for which I was able.
And to the last meet on the crown and pavilion,
I polished the stone till it shown like a million.
Once it was finished I removed the doped stone,
And soaked it in solvent where it sat all alone.
As the stone fell away from the dop and was free,
I grabbed it with tweezers to admire it with glee.
It sparkled and glimmered and dispersed the light such,
That it twinkled and glittered with brilliance so much.
I drew down my visor to view with a grin,
The glowing return of the light from within.
I measured the stone and weighed it in carats,
And placed it in a gem jar which listed its merits.
The gem jar I placed in a case for safe keeping,
To protect it from damage while I was sleeping.
My work was now finished and now I could rest.
I’d created a treasure that would shine with the best.
My true satisfaction with what I had done
Was all that I needed, for this work was fun.
So I cleaned the machine and the laps I was using,
And stored them away in a case of my choosing,
Then cleared my work station and turned off the light,
To wish you a Merry Christmas and to all a good night.

8
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piano for singing competitions and church
services, and at the age of twelve taught himself
to read music. His advanced music studies
started when he was sixteen years old and that
year he also won his first music competition.

Charles L. Moon
1922-2017

Charles entered the University of Oklahoma as a
music major at the age of 18. Two years later, in
1942, he was sent to basic training in North
Carolina. He served as a Second Lieutenant
Artillery Forward Observer (AFO) in the Army's
8th Infantry Division in Germany during the
Second World War. AFO's fought in front of the
front lines of infantry, a very important and
dangerous position. Seventy percent of AFO's
lost their lives and Charles was fortunate, and
grateful, to have survived. His Infantry Division
was assigned to the British Second to cover the
northern part of Germany till they met the
Russians at Schwerin. He served in battle for six
months, and returned to the States in the summer
of 1946. He was discharged from the Army in
1947.
Charles earned two B.A.s from the University of
Oklahoma, in Piano Performance and Music
Theory. His first teaching job was at Wayland
Baptist College in Plainview, Texas, after which
he went on to earn his Masters Degree in Music
Theory at Eastman School of Music in 1952. He
started work on his Doctorate at Eastman, but
took a year off to teach piano, music theory, and
music composition at Humboldt State College.
One year stretched into many and he retired from
HSU in 1989, after a long and rewarding
academic career. He also taught himself to play
harp, which he taught and played in the
Humboldt Orchestra. Charles was a demanding
and well-loved instructor, and many of his
students went on to successful careers in music.
He was dedicated to music and to teaching, and
his high standards helped others reach their
potential.

Charles Moon was born August 2, 1922 in Jenks,
Oklahoma and died in Arcata, California on
Tuesday, October 3, at the age of 95. He was the
youngest of five children born to James Noah
Moon and Sarah Elizabeth Bolton Moon and was
raised on a farm in Altus, Oklahoma. Charles
started playing the piano when he was three
years old, and his remarkable ability was
immediately apparent. As a young child, he
provided music for his older siblings' parties by
using pedals on a player piano, and taught
himself to play by watching the keys. He started
formal lessons at the age of eight but had only
three lessons before the Great Depression hit and
the family lost nearly everything.
At the age of fourteen, he heard the University of
Oklahoma band and knew that music was his
calling. He visited backstage where he saw
bottles used as an instrument. Bright and
resourceful, he developed a program of music
using bottles and performed in southern
Oklahoma and parts of Texas. He also played

One of his great joys was staying in contact with
students, following their careers, and knowing
that they had finally forgiven him for being such
a tough music theory instructor. He genuinely
loved his work and his students, and was proud
of their success. Attending a musical event with
9
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Charles was always a like a reunion-the bonds of
music sustaining friendships of many years.

his life was full and rich. He was blessed, loved,
and always grateful. And those who knew and
loved him were grateful that he was part of their
lives. He is survived by his devoted partner,
Ellsworth, numerous nieces and nephews, close
friends, and also by the music that he loved,
taught, and shared. As one of his students
recently wrote-his life will be an endless coda as
he lives through the many students he touched.

In addition to music, Charles had many interests
and excelled in many activities. Once he became
interested in a subject, he dove in and mastered
it. He was a rock hound and an accomplished
gem faceter, serving as the American
Coordinator for the Western Hemisphere
Australian International Faceting Competition.
He also taught faceting.

The Charles L. Moon Music Scholarship
Endowment has been created at Humboldt State
University to honor Charles' life. To make a
contribution please contact Humboldt State
Office of Philanthropy at 707-826-5200, or use
the following address: Gift Processing Center
Cashiers Office - SBS 285 Humboldt State
University 1 Harpst St. Arcata, CA 95521 Please
make checks payable to: Humboldt State
University Advancement Foundation (HSUAF)
and note in the memo section: The Charles L.
Moon Music Scholarship Endowment
Contributions may also be made to Hospice of
Humboldt, 3327 Timber Fall Court, Eureka, CA
95503.

He grew orchids, and spent a lot of time in the
hills seeking out rare lilies. Charles never quit
learning and was a great resource for information
on all sorts of topics, whether it was music,
rocks, birds, or wildflowers. He was a rare
combination of intelligence, warmth, and
humility. Charles was active until the last month
of his life. He and his best friend and partner,
Ellsworth Hilligoss, attended concerts, and
traveled around the United States visiting
interesting sites, gem shows, family and friends.
A musical prodigy, gifted teacher, American
hero, loyal friend, and delightful human being-

10
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A Tribute to Charlie Moon
By Howard R. Bromley
It was with great sadness that I read about the passing of Charlie Moon. I was eating breakfast with my
family when I read a post on the USFG list server. As tears streamed from my eyes, I immediately felt
that I needed to write something.
I met Charlie virtually and got to know him through many, many, many endless text messages. In the
Spring of 2012 I became the USFG Newsletter Editor and I started looking for assistance. I began by
reviewing prior newsletters and noticed that Mr. Moon was in charge of advertising. I contacted him and
asked if he was still interested in keeping that role.
“OF COURSE I AM!!!,” was his reply. I thought he was being a bit over-zealous with all the capital
letters, but I soon came to realize that this was how Charlie communicated in all of his responses. I
(gently) informed him of the proper “rules” of texting and emailing, and how ALL CAPS was considered
screaming in text. His response: “I DON’T CARE ABOUT SUCH TRIVIAL ISSUES. I’M NEARLY 90
YEARS OLD. IF I WANT TO SCREAM WHEN I WRITE, THEN I’LL SCREAM.” I never brought that
issue up again, and Charlie never stopped responding in all caps!
We had many conversations about faceting, the military, and life in general. When Charlie wrote back, he
tended to be very verbose. Me, on the other hand, not so much. I like to get to the point and move on.
During one of our conversations, Charlie asked me why I didn’t write very much. I informed Charlie of
my wishing to get to the point quickly. “LISTEN,“ he wrote, “YOU’RE
STILL YOUNG WITH MANY YEARS OF LIFE STILL LEFT. DON’T BE SO SWIFT AND SHORT
TO REPLY. THERE WILL COME A TIME WHEN YOU WISHED YOU HAD MORE TIME.”
“Geez,” I replied. “You sure are wise for a nonagenarian!” My response led to a three page essay by
Charlie about his life and how he had become so wise!
I last heard from Charlie this past July, right after I sent out notification to the USFG membership about
the July Newsletter being uploaded to the USFG website. As usual, he was upbeat and comical, IN ALL
CAPS! “Charlie,” I wrote back, “it’s been over 5 years and you still type in all capital letters. Have I not
taught you anything?”
“YUP. MY CAPS LOCK KEY IS PERMANENTLY STUCK!!!”
Rest in peace, my friend. You’ve touched many souls in your journeys, and each one has gained
something from knowing you.
Howard

11
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Getting the Best Gem Yield
from a Crystal

This quality piece of aquamarine will yield very
high in about any shape(s) you want. However,

by Jeff R Graham

you still face a lot of choices. While some

Reprinted from IGS (International Gem Society) by
permission

depend on the best mass yields , others depend
more on what you want to get out of the crystal,

This large aquamarine crystal from Pakistan
weighs 186 cts and measures 26.5 mm ⨉ 54.8

particularly what shapes.

mm ⨉ 11.2 mm. It has a good, solid mediumblue color. Other than the growth line and a little
spot next to it, it’s clean.

Consider the Gem Shapes
I say shapes because I often opt for a lower yield
to get a shape or design I want or that I know
will work especially well for the rough. Some
shapes just sell better than others, too. Always
consider this factor. I usually try for shapes such
as trillions, square cushion, and cushions. I also

Cutting rough crystals for the best gem yield is a

try for matched sets of about any type.

critical skill for faceters. Not surprisingly,

In the photo below, I’ve marked a basic set of

novices often ask me how they can figure this

outlines I would cut from this aquamarine. Keep

out. I’m going to walk through my decision

reading. You might find some of my approaches

making process, using the very nice aquamarine

to this crystal surprising.

crystal above.
So, let’s say I’ve bought this aquamarine rough.
How do I cut it for the best gem yield?
Take Your Time
Examine the crystal very closely and take your
time. Don’t make any fast decisions. If you’re
not sure, just give it as long as it takes.
Sometimes, I think about a piece of rough for a
long time. Once, I mulled over a piece of
spinel for a year before I cut it. I finally found
the design it needed.
12
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If you look at the next photo, you’ll see that
Choosing the Direction of Your Cuts

cutting at a 45° angle with a saw blade will just

For this rough, the first cut is obvious. Cut the

about preform the pear pavilion (on one side)

crystal along the growth line. You’ll get two

and, of course, help point up the trillion

pieces: one a little over a ⅓ of the length of the

bottom. Note: I rotated the trillion a bit to get a

rough (left), the other a little under ⅔ of the

long side along the saw cut. Due to the 45° cut,

length (right).

you’ll get a pear quite a bit bigger than if you’d
just cut at 90°.

The main stone outlined on the left side section
is a trillion. (For this gem, I’d use my signature
#4 design, one of my favorites for aquamarine).
Take a look at the following close up photo of
the left side section. Notice the flaw in the
middle of the crystal, where the arrowed line
starts. (The larger right section is clean, without
flaws). Now, notice what looks like a flaw
beneath the arrowed line? That’s only a
reflection of the actual flaw, which is oriented
and running at about 45° towards the crystal’s
edge. The point of the pear outline also happens

Sawing at 45° basically solves two problems at

to point to the crystal edge that way.

once. It creates pavilion points for the trillion
and pear and removes a flaw.
Trimming Scraps Can Also Yield Gems
I’d use an ultra thin saw blade and trim the
trillion on all three sides of the pavilion (and the
pear on the second side). The trimming won’t
leave large scraps. However, they could yield
several carats of cut stones. Depending on the
gem design you use, the scraps from the trillion
pavilion could cut a couple of carats each.

13
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For the two rectangles, I’d consider my Aqua
Cutting for the Tables and Pavilions

Cisir cut. For the square cushions, I’d probably

The pear’s table is actually on the bottom of the

use my Nigerian Cushion. The Aqua Cisir

crystal, as it appears in the photos. The trillion’s

design has a keel and would really yield well in

table is on the opposite, top side.
Now, the next cut may surprise you. Go back

this material. The cushion is just a classic cut.
Conclusion

and look at the photo with the shape outlines.

I think cutting the way I’ve outlined would give

Note that on the larger right section of the

you the best gem yield for this crystal. The gem

aquamarine, I’ve marked two square cushions

designs I’ve recommended will help yields and

and two rectangles. What you may not have

also improve colors.

guessed is how I’d trim the crystal and exactly

Remember, take your time. Think about the

where the stones’ pavilions will be. In this photo

rough before doing any cutting.

of the end of the crystal, I’ve marked where I’d

About the author. Jeff R Graham. The late Jeff Graham
was a prolific faceter, creator of many original faceting
designs, and the author of severaly high-regarded
instructional faceting books such as Gram Faceting
Designs.

cut. With a trim saw, I’d cut at about 45° through
the middle of the length of the right section of
the crystal.

The tables of these stones will be at 4 o’clock
and 10 o’clock, respectively. (The top of your
computer screen marks 12 o’clock). This cut will
yield much larger stones. However,
inexperienced faceters may not even think of
taking this approach.

14
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So, what options does a custom gem cutter have?
Look at what commercial cutters don’t do or, at
least, don’t do well or inexpensively.

What Faceted Stone Sizes Will
Sell Best?
By Jeff R Graham
Reprinted from IGS (International Gem Society) by
permission

Cut from 80-year old rough, this natural, unheated zircon
showcases its dispersion. “Zircon,”6.10 cts, radiant
emerald cut, Australia. © Dan Stair Custom Gemstones.
Used with permission.

Gem Varieties and Cut Stone Sizes
Basically, commercial gem cutters are almost
unbeatable for stone sizes under 1 carat, and
sometimes up to 1.5 carats. Furthermore, for gem
materials like quartz or topaz the commercial
houses can’t be beaten for any size, at least in
terms of price. However, I sell larger quartz
stones by promoting their quality. The larger in
size the gem, the more obvious the difference in
quality becomes. On the other hand, I don’t think
topaz is worth cutting, unless it’s a collector
specimen or color.

This Oregon sunstone was cut to minimize the copper
schiller and bring out its color. “Oregon Sunstone,” 3.20
cts, Portuguese brilliant cut, Pana Mine, Oregon, USA. ©
Dan Stair Custom Gemstones. Used with permission.

No matter what you’ve heard, stone sizes make a
big difference to the bottom line of every custom
gem cutter.
Do some research on the commercial gemstone
market. You’ll find that, in most cases, you just
can’t compete with commercial cutting houses,
even if you wanted to. Why? Compared to your
business, commercial cutters have practically
free labor.

So, if you’re a custom cutter looking for an
opening, once commercially cut gems reach 1.5
carats, they become expensive. Since good
stones in larger sizes for commonly cut gems are
15
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rarer, rough costs become more of an issue than
labor costs for commercial houses. When rough
cost and size becomes a factor, custom cutters
can compete.

larger stones will work to your advantage against a
commercial cutting house. Fortunately, you can find
a lot of rough that will cut in this size range at a fair
price. Plus, most people want stones big enough to
show gem quality as well as excellent cutting. As
custom faceters, you can offer quality stones and
gem design far superior to commercial cutting. As
custom faceters, you can offer quality stones and
gem design far superior to commercial cutting.

The Magic Number
So, custom faceters can claim the market sweet spot
of cut stone sizes of 1.5 carats and up. Of course,
exceptions exist. If you have popular gems in an
unusual color or can cut designs unavailable
commercially, you could still sell smaller stones.
Also, if you’ve established good business
relationships with jewelers who care about quality,
you might be able to sell them smaller custom cut
stones.

This large, brilliant, and highly dispersive tourmaline also
shows pink-to-yellow color change. “Tourmaline,” 16.24
cts. modified brilliant cut with Supernova crown and
faceted girdle, Afghanistan. © Dan Stair Custom
Gemstones. Used with permission.
About the author. Jeff R Graham. The late Jeff Graham
was a prolific faceter, creator of many original faceting
designs, and the author of several high-regarded
instructional faceting books such as Gram Faceting
Designs.

Remember, cutting a 2 or 3 carat stone takes almost
the same time as cutting a 1 carat stone. So, cutting

16
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The Tucson Faceters Frolic 2018
sponsored by

The United Stated Faceters Guild

This will be a four day event!
January 31, February 1, 2 and 3, 2018
9 am till 9 pm
January 31:
Gem Rough Buying Tour of Tucson - Wednesday, January 31 - Cost $40.00
9 am till whenever
Arya Akavan will lead the gem rough buying tour of Tucson. When you sign up for this event please
give your name and cell phone number. Arya will contact you before the event to give you the location
where to meet.
To register for this gem buying tour go to: https://usfacetersguild.org/2018-tucson-faceters-frolic/

February 1, 2 and 3:
Location:

The Old Pueblo Lapidary Club,
3118 North Dale Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85712
17
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Speaker Schedule:
There will be speakers every day from 10 am till 9 pm. Admission to Speakers is free

Thursday, February 1:
10 am till noon - Tom Mitchell - "All About Dopping"
Tom Mitchell took up faceting after retiring from a career in Fire Safety. He got involved after a camping
trip to a fee mine in Northern Georgia. He learned faceting at William Holland School of Lapidary Arts
in Young Harris, Georgia where he now teaches.
He is the author of "Faceting 1, Learn the Fine Art of Gem Faceting, It's Easy!" He was instrumental
in organizing a The Villages Gem and Mineral Society in his hometown, is the current President of the
Tomoka Faceters Guild, holds the position of Assistant Florida State Director of the Southeast Federation
of Mineralogical Societies, all in Florida, and is an officer in the United States Faceters Guild.
1 pm till 3 pm - Lisa Elser - "Roughing it - Buying Gemstones Overseas"
Lisa is a gemcutter trained in Switzerland and living in the Vancouver, BC area. She’s published articles
on gem travel, ethical buying, heat treatment of gems, and numerous gem cutting techniques. Her gems
have been featured in Canadian Jeweler, More Magazine, Canadian Jewelry Business, and Jewelry
Artist Magazine, and she is the winner of an American Gem Trade Association (AGTA) Spectrum Award
and 5 Lapidary Journal Gemmys.
Her Spectrum Award winning Tourmaline is in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian Museum.
She and her husband travel the world to buy rough gems, ensuring that the stones purchased are
ethically mined and benefit local communities.

4 pm till 6 pm - Tom Herbst - " Roughing It: Managing Your Raw Gemstones"
Tom is an amateur gem cutter and all-round rock enthusiast. He is also the author of the two-volume book
“Amateur Gemstone Faceting." Born in eastern Ontario, Canada, he received his formal education in
Montreal (Quebec), Waterloo (Ontario), and Ithaca (New York). A research astrophysicist in his “day”
job, Tom specializes in the design, construction, and scientific exploitation of novel astronomical
instrumentation. He currently lives and works near Heidelberg, Germany.
Although he began collecting pretty rocks as a kid, it was not until his mid-thirties that Tom realized that
creating gemstones is within everyone’s grasp. A few faceting lessons and a homebuilt machine later, he
was deep into the hobby and has never looked back.
7 pm till 9 pm - Scott Sucher - "The Art of Cutting and Polishing" (inspired by a talk given by Steve and
Nancy Attaway)

18
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Scott Sucher is a retired Air Force Combat Search and Rescue/Special Operations instructor pilot, and
was Chief, Air Operations and the Rescue Coordination Center in Kuwait for Operation Southern
Watch
He is an acknowledged expert in the history and cutting of famous historical diamonds, having published
articles on the French Blue, Tavernier Blue, Hope, and Koh-i-Noor diamonds in Gems and Gemology,
Review de Gemologie in France, plus a few others. Scott was the featured expert gem cutter in the
Discovery Channel documentary "Unsolved History: The Hope Diamond" that first aired in March 2005
and the 2010 National Geographic program “Secrets of the Hope Diamond” with significant on-air time in
both programs. As a result of the Discovery Channel filming, he was privileged to be alone in the
Smithsonian vault with the unset Hope diamond, the Blue Heart diamond, and Napoleon’s Necklace.
He has had several international displays, and has co-displayed for the past several years with the GIA at
the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show. He has also guided projects with the National History Museum,
London and the Museum national D'Historie naturelle in Paris. He was the keynote speaker for GIA’s
2011 John Sinkankas Diamond Symposium. His work is on permanent exhibit in many museums.

Friday, February 2:
10 am till noon - Diane Eames - "Cutting for Jewelry"
Diane Eames has been working with gems for 34 years, as a fine jeweler, Graduate Gemologist and gem
faceter. For the last 10 years, she has owned Gems of the Hill Country, specializing in topaz from Mason
County, Texas, sending the Texas state gem all over the country. Currently president of the USFG, and
Texas Faceters Guild, she works to help others learn faceting, gemology, and the jewelry industry.
1 pm till 3 pm - Alan Hodgkinson - "Visual Optics"
Alan, a resident of Scotland, is on his 26th annual AGTA lecture visit to Tucson. Additionally, he
lectured for AGA and the NAJA. on a tour which involved 14 cities in 26 days on one visit, and another
time driving from Tucson to San Diego then up to Vancouver lecturing in every City on the way. He
thinks the reason he gets invited back is his sheer enthusiasm for gems and a gift to bring stones alive for
the audience especially when they realize they themselves can replicate the simple procedures which he
demonstrates and explains in a simple English, full of adjectives, similes and metaphors which everyone
can follow (if they remain awake!).
His extensive list of accomplishments include: President of the Scottish Gemological Association,
Freeman of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, Lifetime Member of the Gemological Association of
the United Kingdom, Honorary Member of the Canadian Gemological Association, Honorary Registered
Valuer.
He has also received a Lifetime Member Award from AGTA, a Lifetime Member Award from AGA, the
First winner of the Bonanno Award (2000), and Winner of the Hanneman Award (2017).
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He is also the author of "Visual Optics", "Gem Testing Techniques" and "Guide to West Kilbride".
4 pm till 6 pm - Steve and Nancy Attaway - "The Economy of Gemstone Repairs and Re-Cuts"
Nancy owns and operates of High Country Gems, where, with her husband, Steve, they create and
manufacture custom jewelry set with their own faceted and carved colored gemstones. They make fine
jewelry for customers and sell unique pieces at shows. Nancy also facets and repairs colored gemstones
for jewelry stores. Nancy began faceting with the New Mexico Faceters Guild in 1987.
Nancy is a self taught gemcutter, and Steve is a self taught goldsmith. Nancy was the president of the
New Mexico Faceters guild for 6 years and was the newsletter editor for 7 years. She served 8 years on
the Board of Directors of the New Mexico Jewelers Association in Albuquerque.
Nancy has designed and published many faceting diagrams in Lapidary Journal. One of Nancy's designs
was selected for the Pre-Master Competition by the United States Faceting Guild. Nancy faceted a replica
of the French Blue diamond for the Smithsonian Institution as her part of a special project on the Hope
diamond. Nancy faceted an 85 carat ametrine "Eye of Horus" that is on permanent display in the
Smithsonian's Gem and Mineral Hall.
7 pm till 9 pm - Tom Herbst - "Designing and Visualizing Gemstones"
Tom is an amateur gem cutter and all-round rock enthusiast. He is also the author of the two-volume book
“Amateur Gemstone Faceting." Born in eastern Ontario, Canada, he received his formal education in
Montreal (Quebec), Waterloo (Ontario), and Ithaca (New York). A research astrophysicist in his “day”
job, Tom specializes in the design, construction, and scientific exploitation of novel astronomical
instrumentation. He currently lives and works near Heidelberg, Germany.
Although he began collecting pretty rocks as a kid, it was not until his mid-thirties that Tom realized that
creating gemstones is within everyone’s grasp. A few faceting lessons and a homebuilt machine later, he
was deep into the hobby and has never looked back.

Saturday, February 3:
10 am till noon - Arya Akavan - 10AM-11AM: "Introduction to Synthetic Gemstones: History,
Common Materials, and Practical Basics" and 11AM-12PM : "Synthetic Gemstones: Chemistry, Cutting,
Colour, and Curiosities".
Arya is a hobbyist faceteter and designer who started cutting gems in 2010, at a class in the Arizona
Mining and Mineral Museum. He has since gone on to host design competitions, write articles for several
regional and national faceting organizations, give "newbie tours" at Tucson, and has also been on the
board of directors for the USFG. He enjoys working with materials with unusual or extreme optical
properties, like rutile and andalusite, as well as rare and unusual synthetics, like yttrium orthovanadate
and langasite.
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1 pm till 3 pm - Dr. Alexander Bulatov - "The Method of Growing Moissanite and Diamonds"
Dr. Bulatov has a Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry and currently resides in Russia where he is employed at the
Institute of Biochemical Physics. He has held positions in the Chemistry Department, University of
Minnesota, and as an Alexander von Humboldt Fellow at the Institute of Organic Chemistry, the
University of Tuebingen, Germany. He was a Senior Research Fellow at the Institute of Chemical
Physics, and was a Research Chemist at Gem Resources, Inc., Institute of Magnetonics, and Geology
Department at Moscow State University
Awards: Award of All-Union Conference on Physical Chemistry for Young
Scientists and Special
Award of the USSR Academy of Sciences for Young Scientists both from
Moscow, the
National Science Foundation Award (USA) and the Special Medal for Inventors of the Soviet Union.
Memberships: Active member of the New York Academy of Sciences (since 1994),
a Member Gemstone Standard Commission of Gemcore (USA), and a Member of Gemological
Association of Russia
Professional Activities: Scientific Secretary of the Collaboration Program of Socialistic Countries in
Metal Complex Catalysis; Scientific Secretary of VI and VII All-Union Conferences on Charge Transfer
Complexes and Ion-Radical Salts (Chernogolovka);
Scientific Secretary of All-Union Conference on Platinom Metal Chemistry (Chernogolovka); ViceChairman, Chairman of International Seminar on Metal Complex Catalysis; First International Winter
School on Catalysis (Leningrad and, Alma-Ata)
Interests: Synthesis of new materials and their application, crystal growth of synthetic materials
(moissanite, diamond, etc.) and enhancement of precious gems
4 pm till 6 pm - Tom Herbst - "A Stone’s Story (tells the full story of a single stone, from design
to acquisition to cutting and polishing)"
Tom is an amateur gem cutter and all-round rock enthusiast. He is also the author of the two-volume book
“Amateur Gemstone Faceting." Born in eastern Ontario, Canada, he received his formal education in
Montreal (Quebec), Waterloo (Ontario), and Ithaca (New York). A research astrophysicist in his “day”
job, Tom specializes in the design, construction, and scientific exploitation of novel astronomical
instrumentation. He currently lives and works near Heidelberg, Germany.
Although he began collecting pretty rocks as a kid, it was not until his mid-thirties that Tom realized that
creating gemstones is within everyone’s grasp. A few faceting lessons and a homebuilt machine later, he
was deep into the hobby and has never looked back.

The Hob Nob sponsored by the Old Pueblo Lapidary Club will start at 6 pm. They will have the
prettiest stone contest and a pizza dinner. There is a fee for dinner. There will also be gem rough
vendors.
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7 pm till 9 pm - Scott Sucher - "The Evolution of Diamond Cutting"
Scott Sucher is a retired Air Force Combat Search and Rescue/Special Operations instructor pilot, and
was Chief, Air Operations and the Rescue Coordination Center in Kuwait for Operation Southern
Watch
He is an acknowledged expert in the history and cutting of famous historical diamonds, having published
articles on the French Blue, Tavernier Blue, Hope, and Koh-i-Noor diamonds in Gems and Gemology,
Review de Gemologie in France, plus a few others. Scott was the featured expert gem cutter in the
Discovery Channel documentary "Unsolved History: The Hope Diamond" that first aired in March 2005
and the 2010 National Geographic program “Secrets of the Hope Diamond” with significant on-air time in
both programs. As a result of the Discovery Channel filming, he was privileged to be alone in the
Smithsonian vault with the unset Hope diamond, the Blue Heart diamond, and Napoleon’s Necklace.
He has had several international displays, and has co-displayed for the past several years with the GIA at
the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show. He has also guided projects with the National History Museum,
London and the Museum national D'Historie naturelle in Paris. He was the keynote speaker for GIA’s
2011 John Sinkankas Diamond Symposium. His work is on permanent exhibit in many museums.

Classes:
Introduction to Faceting - Thursday and Friday, February 1 & 2 - Cost $25.00
9 am till 5 pm
Taught by Ernie Hawes and Billy Bob Riley. Limited to 8 students. Students will learn to cut one
stone. They will be using the machines provided by the OPLC and they will be cutting stones provided
by the USFG.

Gem Cad and Gem Ray - Friday, February 2 - Cost $35.00 per class
9 am till noon - GemCad Basic
1 pm till 3 pm - GemCad Intermediate
3 pm till 5 pm - GemCad Advanced/GemRay
Presented by Robert Strickland the creator of these programs. Limited to 12 students. Students should
bring their own computers and extension cord or power strip.

To register for these classes go to: https://usfacetersguild.org/2018-tucson-faceters-frolic/.
Remember, attendance is limited, so make your reservations soon!
For further information contact Tom Mitchell: 352-751-0906
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We have learned that if Dennis says, “It’s good!”
…

Eating You Way Around
Tucson

A good standby for a GREAT, inexpensive meal
…
Mama's Hawaiian Bar-B-Cue, 850 East
Speedway Blvd., 520-792-2350
Other locations include: 8300 N. Thornydale
Rd., 520-572-5225 and 6310 E. Tanque
Verde, 520-770-7800
We always eat at Mama’s SEVERAL times each
Tucson trip!

By John Teague
The following article has become quite popular
online and is being reprinted hear with John’s
permission. This is his 2017 list so be looking
online for updates for 2018!
-----------------------------------------------I have it on good authority that Tucson is fast
approaching! With that in mind, I am once again
giving my “7th Annual Eating Your Way
Around Tucson” list, a slight name change from
last year. This list has been put together with
over twenty years of attending the shows. These
are my opinions (well, my wife, Cookie, too!)
only. I have no vested interest in any of these
establishments, no free food, etc! I just like good
food! Maybe you will find my/our tastes
different from yours but all of these are worth a
try!

NEW FAVORITES for us!
Fist, a BIG “Thank you!” to Terry Sayther from
Austin Texas! Terry sent us a couple of
suggestions for breakfast … or ANYtime! We
are calling them “MUSTS”!
MUST #1: Bobo's Restaurant, 2938 E. Grant
Road, 520-3266163 http://www.bobostucson.com/ We at there
‘more than once’ in 2014! Everything is
GREAT! I have to be gluten free but try the
pancakes! They are the size of a plate! The
omelets are WONDERFUL! Check out the
deserts! Once again, Bobo’s ROCKS!

I'm sure there are other great places to eat. We
are ALWAYS open for suggestions! I hope
others will offer their suggestions! Shoot us an email: volgems@icx.net
First, new recommendations from folks I
know and trust:
From mineral dealer Dennis Beals
Mariscos Chihuahua Mexican Restaurant
1009 N Grande Ave Tucson AZ 85745 US
520-623-3563
http://www.mariscoschihuahua.com/welcome.ht
ml

MUST #2: Robert’s Restaurant (closed Sunday),
3301 East Grant Road, (520) 7951436 http://www.robertstucson.com/ We also
visited Robert’s a couple of times! Robert’s is
just down the street from Bobo’s but on the
opposite side of Grant! You cannot go wrong
with either choice!
MUST #3: Teresa’a Mosaic Café, 2456 N. Silver
Mosaic Dr. (at Grant Rd, behind McDonalds),
Tucson, AZ - 520-624-4512. GREAT Mexican
food! WONDERFUL margaritas!
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heat for their chili!
If you are looking for GREAT ‘diner’ eats, give
Little Anthony's Diner (, 7010 E Broadway
Blvd, 520-296-0456) a try. If you like
milkshakes the ‘old fashioned way’ (with the
‘extra’ shake that won’t fit into you LARGE
shake glass delivered to you table in the metal
mixing cup, complete with frost on the outside!)
then Little Anthony’s Diner is for
you! http://littleanthonysdiner.com/ Little
Anthony’s also sponsor car shows in their huge
parking lot.

We have "favorites" that we think everyone
should try at least once. In no particular order:
* Guadalajara Grill was suggested by good
friend, Dennis Beal. We have learned that if
Dennis suggests a restaurant, you BEST try it!
He has never sent us to a bad one, not even a
mediocre one!
Guadalajara Grill – West, 1220 E Prince Road520-323-1022 (also 2nd location: East, 750 N
Kolb Road, 520-296-1122. We went to the one
on Prince the very last night we were in Tucson
2013. Large parking lot that was FULL! It took
us 15 minutes or more to find a parking place …
then about 30-45 minutes to get a table … BUT
it was more than worth the wait! HUGE portions
of GREAT food at reasonable prices! You WILL
enjoy it!

I know this is not food/eating related but check
out The Gaslight Theatre (next to, and associated
with Little
Anthony’s!) http://thegaslighttheatre.com/!

* Silver Saddle Steak House, 6th Ave. & I-10
(310 E. Benson Highway), 520-622-6253
This place is near downtown and has some of the
best steak that I've had in Tucson. The prime rib
is truly ‘to die for’! And if you like French onion
soup, Silver Saddle has an INCREDIBE
offering! If you're going for dinner, it is best to
get there early or be prepared to wait 30 minutes
to an hour. It IS worth the wait! I do not think
that they take reservations. We ate at Silver
Saddle at least twice in 2015 … and probably
will top that this year!

During Tucson show time, the Gaslight offers an
old west themed, hilarious melodrama! We have
attended each year for several years and have
enjoyed each performance! This year’s
production is “The Cisco Kid”. You can order
your tickets online for best seat selection and
then pick them up in Tucson.
Now, a ‘Classic’!
* Pat's Drive In, 1202 West Niagara Street, 520624-0891
I should not list this first, but I AM! I first read
about Pat's in Arizona Highways magazine. It is
a tradition in Arizona! It is on a side street off N.
Grande Ave, between Speedway and St. Marys.
It is near the condo that we rent each year. I had
driven within half a block of it for years and did
not know it existed! If you like the old drive in
restaurants, this IS the place for you! If you like
greasy fries by the pound, this is for you! If you
like GREAT chili hotdogs, this IS the place for
you, please note that they have three degrees of
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* Lil Abner's Steakhouse, 8501 N Silverbell
Rd., 520-744-2800
This is a MUST for Tucson show visitors. I
remember going there a lot of years ago when
this place was truly "in the middle of nowhere"!
If you go this year, you'll she how that has
changed. It use to be a drive out into the desert!
Any of the show weekends will have tons of
show folks there! The steaks rival Silver Saddle
but everything is served with a salad, beans, and
bread! LOVE the atmosphere there!

the shows. Look for a Los Betos!
Traditional choices:
El Charro Cafe, Bar Toma! & Gift Shop, 311 N.
Court Ave., 622-1922
This place has been in business since 1922 in
Tucson! That says it all! The restaurant is located
in the original family home in the El Presidio
Historic District.
El Minuto Cafe, 354 S. Main Ave., 882-4145
This is my wife's favorite for Mexican food!

* Daisy Mae's Steak House, 2735 W. Anklam
Rd., 520-792-8888. This is just down the street
from the condo we rent while in Tucson. Great
steaks!

Mi Nidito Cafe, 1813 S. 4th Ave.; 622-5081
I have not visited this one but it comes HIGHLY
recommended by locals. We tired to get in a
couple of times and the wait was between 1 and
2 hours!

Other recommendations:
Breakfast recommendations:
* Blue Willow, 2616 N. Campbell Ave. Tucson,
AZ 520-327-7577
If you want to take time for a nice, leisurely
breakfast, this is THE place! Food is great, prices
are reasonable. It is in a house converted to a
restaurant.

Suggestions from other list members!

* Los Betos Mexican Food, 3680 East Grant
Road (520) 318-4787 and 2100 West Grant
Road (520) 624-7751, plus several other around
town.

Suggestion from Bob Keller:
If you appreciate a great breakfast and a good
old fashioned greasy spoon, there is no finer
eatery than Frank's in
Tucson: http://www.franksrestaurant.com/ Frank
s Restaurant, 3843 E. Pima St. - 520 881-2710.
Best not to attempt Frank's on weekends
however, as it will be filled to capacity with
locals very shortly after they open.
----------------------------------

If you're looking for something that will keep
you going through MOST of a day visiting
shows without having to stop to eat lunch, try the
burritos at any Los Betos! There are many
breakfast burritos available and VERY
reasonably priced. Last year the one on
Speedway was closed for remodeling. I hope it
has reopened as it is so convenient to several of
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Suggestion from Sue drsue99@yahoo.com : For
those of you who enjoy micro brewed beer, or
just good food in general, try the Barrio brewery
or Nimbus. For great sandwiches, they Bison
Witches. We used John Teague's guide two years
ago and appreciate the additions. Thanks John!
Barrio Brewing Co., 800 East 16th Street (520)
791-2739, http://www.barriobrewing.com/

Suggestions from Paul Head:
Poco and Mom's on Kolb Road just north of
22nd Street. They specialize in Hatch Chile
dishes. 1060 S. Kolb Road. 520-325-7044
Suggestions from Elayne (sorry, I’ve lost your
last name!):
Breakfast-Lunch: The Ajo Cafe on Ajo and
Country Club by TEP and the sister cafe Bread
and Butter on NW corner E. 22nd St. and S.
Columbus Picture Mel's diner and Flo is there
taking your order at the counter or booth. Home
made pie and cinn. rolls!!

Nimbus Brewing Co., 3850 East 44th
Street, (520) 7459175, https://locu.com/places/nimbus-brewingco-tucson-us/#menu

Great Italian: Caruso's.... on N. 4th Ave at 6th.
Do not miss the spumoni... fabu. Gavi's on
Broadway at Pantano out East usually a wait at
both.. go early.
Great Sushi: Kampai Sushi... NW corner Swan
& Speedway Also Sushi Cho on SW corner
Broadway and Campbell/Kino look for Carl's
Junior.
Suggestion from Nathan
Martin rocknate@gmail.com Lexington, MA:
Baggin's Gourmet Sandwiches 1800 East Ft.
Lowell St. in Tucson. It is a chain with about 8
stores in the Tucson area (including one in Oro
Valley). They offer a variety of sandwiches,
salads, sides and desserts. I had one of the best
sandwiches I have ever eaten and we went back
there several times. Most of their sandwiches are
in the $7 to $8 range so you can definitely get a
cheaper lunch in Tucson but I don't think you
can get a better one. It makes me hungry just
thinking about it!

Mexican: I agree with El Minudo on Main close
the convention center not the other one. But then
I got turned on to Rosa's Mexican Food on SW
corner Fort Lowell and N. Campbell set back in
the SW corner look for it.. It is worth it! Pick up
a dozen tamales at Tucson Tamale company to
take back to the hotel... don't eat there too small.
And for the very best go to Nogales Mexico.

Suggestions from Jim Baxter:
Anyone who doesn't want to put up with the hour
plus wait at MiNidito should at least order the
cheese tostada with guacamole as take
out. About the size of a medium pizza with a thin
really flaky crust,
a thin layer of melted cheese and radial 'spokes'
of guacamole.
Simple..... and..amazingly good!!

Indian: Gandi's on Fort Lowell at Stone.. good
spicy food and nan wonderful nan
French: Le Rendez-Vous on Fort Lowell at
Alvernon real French food.... heaven.
Suggestions from Michael Mulgrew, So. Cal.:
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You forgot the Sky Bar, best pizza in town!

immigration violations. But right next door is a
wine shop called the Rum Runner that has it's
own restaurant inside called "The Dish". It is fine
dinning at it's best and many consider it to be
Tucson's Finest restaurant.
see here;
http://www.rumrunnertucson.com/thedish/index.
html

Suggestions from Paul Swartz: The pizza at Sky
Bar comes from Brooklyn Pizza, next door to the
Sky Bar and owned by the same people. Order at
BP and they'll deliver to the SB, where you can
have a beer with your zah.
A restaurant I like is Mariscos Chihuahua. The
original is on Grande just south of Speedway and
there are others around town. Seafood only,
estilo Mexicano.

On the East side at Broadway at Wilmot the best
breakfast is at Brawley's. Low Low price for
amazing food.

My 2 cents. And I'm lucky enough to live here in
Tucson.

Suggestions from Carl – Meteoritemax:
Chuy's on Speedway is now Native New Yorker
and they sell Pizza and Wings that are just OK
IMHO. There is a Chuy's owned by a different
person way east side.

John Teague
Volunteer Gems
Melbourne, FL

Chuy's on Speedway is closed due to
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United States Faceters Guild

2017 Single Stone Competition
Results!

Congratulations to all our fine competitors this year! Participation was amazing.
A tremendous thank you to all who worked on this years competition including our dedicated
Judges, who spend substantial time and effort judging the stones you work so hard on.
This year the Novice Class was judged by James Clark. Premaster, Master and Grand Master
were judged by Wing Evans, with an assist from B. Diane Eames. We sincerely hope that the
judging comments each of you received will enable you to improve your cutting experience in
future.
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2017 USFG SSC Results
Novice:
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
3rd Place

Nai-Yin Hu
Douglas Mulling
Rick Chapin
Robert White

98.9831
98.7797
97.5595
97.5595

Taiwan
Florida
Kansas
Oregon

Certified Novice:
Bo Sheng Lin
97.3561
Chi Chang Yang 97.3561
Randal Dale
97.1527
Tian Yi Juang
97.1527
Bill Brisebois
96.5426
Chia Chen Liu 96.5426
Kell Hymer
95.9325
Sander Priks
95.5257
Hang Hai Lee
95.3223
Steve Hansen
95.3223
Alan Charlton
94.7122
Diana Dailey
94.5088
Whitey Landry 94.5088
Bruce Mock
94.3054
Ronald Maitland 93.4919
Donald Laufer
91.0514
William Cummins 91.0514
Gregory Rohde 90.2379

Taiwan
Taiwan
Oregon
Taiwan
California
Taiwan
Nevada
Estonia
Taiwan
Delaware
England
Florida
Montana
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Alabama
Texas

Joseph Jucha
90.0345
Alexandra Sundell 89.8311
Daniel Morse
89.8311
Rick Brooker
89.8311
Bruce Norcross 89.0176
Carolina
Kevin Grizard
89.0176
Scott Kelley
89.0176
Michael Scanlan 88.6109
Dana Piozet
88.0007
Mary Jane Brown 88.0007
Dan Frank
86.3737
Debbie Lowe
86.3737
Keith Shaw
86.3737
Sean Brooks
86.3737
Almon Leach
85.1535

Novice Participants:
Edwin Gessele
Susan Moner
Ed Laird

84.5433 MT
83.5264 OR
82.1028 MT

Lee Jeffery 84.5433 FL
Ed Guillen
82.3062 MT
Timothy Hoff 76.8150 MT

Pre-Master:
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Michael Noetzel
John Lee
Casey Trump

97.5234
97.1432
96.5708

New Hampshire
Texas
Colorado
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Certified Pre-Masters
Michael Ellis
Ron Davis
Corey Brenner
Dan Henderson
Kenneth Befus
Reg Williams

95.9993
95.6183
93.9037
93.3321
92.3796
90.6650

UK
Iowa
Idaho
Florida
Texas
Michigan

Christopher Bork 95.8088 California
Kevin Ellis
95.0467 Washington
James Hughes
93.9037 Texas
Bruce Argall
92.9511
Pennsylvania
Nate Ellis
91.9986
New York
Gerald Smoot
90.4745 Washington

Pre-Master Participants
Pierre LaRoux
Bill Poland
Owen McDevitt
Karl Granzow
James Moore

89.9030 So. Africa
86.0928
FL
85.5212 MT
78.0913 OR
70.2804 GA

Imaizumi Fumio
Tim Vieyra
Jim Marks
Greg Stimpson
Cristian Horghidan

89.9030 Japan
86.0928 TN
78.6629
NV
71.6140
IL
84.9497 Romania

Master:
1st Place Clemens Schwarzinger
2nd Place Frank Woodward
3rd Place Carl Shearer

99.6316
99.2632
99.0790

Austria
Australia
Canada

Certified Masters:
Steve Page
Jeffery Theesfeld

96.4105
95.7636

California
New Mexico

Bruce Rothman
Ken Moser

Master Participant:
Dan Lynch

87.8433

TN

Grand Master:
1st Place James Clark
1st Place Roy Brain
2nd Place Charles Lundstrom

99.8205
99.8205
99.4616

Arizona
South Africa
Arizona

Grand Master Participant:
Clara Ventor

95.3336

Namibia
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New Designs
Thanks to Robert Strickland and XXX
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PC 11.137 Extra Exes
by Robert W. Strickland Sep 2017
Based on Excubed by Greg Ninedorf
Copyright assigned to the public domain.
Angles for R.I. = 1.630
57 + 4 girdles = 61 facets
4-fold, mirror-image symmetry
96 index
L/W = 1.000 T/W = 0.478 U/W = 0.478
P/W = 0.571 C/W = 0.162
Vol./W³ = 0.376
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BUCKY-BRILLIANT
by Robert W. Strickland
9-22-92, Rev. 9-9-93

C

C

A
3

B
2

P
4
W

Angles for R.I. = 1.540
65 + 15 girdles = 80 facets
5-fold, mirror-image symmetry
80 index
L/W = 1.002
P/W = 0.426 C/W = 0.183
Vol./W³ = 0.200

PAVILION
1

90.00°

3
2

42.70°
42.00°

4
40.00°
CROWN
A
B

37.40°
37.00°

C

32.70°

D

24.90°

E
F

17.00°
9.00°

03-08-13-19-2429-35-40-45-5156-61-67-72-77
08-24-40-56-72
03-13-19-29-3545-51-61-67-77
80-16-32-48-64
08-24-40-56-72
03-13-19-29-3545-51-61-67-77
04-12-20-28-3644-52-60-68-76
03-13-19-29-3545-51-61-67-77
08-24-40-56-72
08-24-40-56-72

The crown is patterned after Buckminster Fuller's
geodesic dome.
C:\Users\Robert\Facet\2003\Cuts\PACKAR~1\BUCKYBRL.GEM
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Announcements
News from Texas
Texas Faceters Guild remains in limbo. We had our last seminar in October, at the studio of
Dalan Hargrave. There were less than half dozen folks, but we had a great time and
learned. Can you imagine, a day spent in the workshop of a master. The bad news was that no
one was interested in reviving this guild, and no one stepped up to take an office. I remain the
only officer of the guild.
This guild needs new people to be officers. We will attempt our elections again this fall, but
Texas Faceters Guild needs few folks. There are folks like that in this guild. Think it over. Call
me.
The Texas Jewelers Association had their annual convention, along with it’s jewelry and gem
competition. I sent several emails about this competition to Texas Faceters Guild members and
to USFG members that I could find in Texas. Surprisingly, nobody stepped up but me and
another member of the jewelry trade, in this first ever gem competition. I communicated to TJA
members that requiring entrants be members of TJA would not fly with gem cutters, and they
will take that requirement out for future competition.
Below are the two winners. The faceted gem is a 14.26ct natural blue topaz from Mason
County, Texas. Don’t hurt me guys, this gem was cut for stock, not a competition. I got
lucky. The winning carving is by Trent Mann.

It is my hope that y’all jump into this competition next year. Pretty Stone contests are fun.
Diane
B. Diane Eames,
GG
Graduate Gemologist (GIA)
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Just a reminder
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally
need to send special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be
sure to notify us of any changes to your email address.

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It
is available on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be
posted to the website when the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor:
editor@usfacetersguild.org
We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a
suggestion or submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we
are ALL volunteers, so to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior
to publication dates if possible. Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are
all here to learn!
Our newsletter is published for the express purpose of sharing information with members
and other faceting guilds. There is no intent to show preference for or damage to any
person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial company. Opinions expressed are
those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted authors, and do not necessarily
represent those of the USFG membership, Officers, or BOD.
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Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership
dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable via PayPal or by
check made payable to the USFG Treasurer.
New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/becomea-member. Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and
print a membership form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address
listed. The advantage to using PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our
website.
Renewing Members – Using your email and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My
Account/Subscriptions page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week
before your membership expires.
Please be sure to keep your information current. Email changes are especially important –
that is our primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to:
membership@usfacetersguild.org
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Office/Board of Directors/Staff
Officers 2017
Acting President: Tom Mitchell
Vice President: vacant
Secretary: Jenny Clark
Treasurer: Sue Lichtenberger
Board of Directors
Al Balmer
Arya Akhavan
Diane Eames
Ernie Hawes
Howard Bromley
Jenny Clark
Jon Rolfe
Sue Lichtenberger
Tom Mitchell
Ken Michalek
Dan Lynch (Newsletter editior, non-voting member)
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Appointed Staff
Membership: Jenny Clark
Historian: open
Editor: Dan Lynch

USFG Life Member
Alexander Wolkonsky
Glenn Klein
Ralph Mathewson
Billy Stringfellow (d)
Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Charles Moon (d)
Jean A. Marr
Sylvia Czayo (d)
Don Dunn (d)
John Bayer
William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Ed Romack (d)
Verner Tovrea
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